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A B S T R A C T   

This systematic review and network meta-analysis aims to preliminarily investigate the efficacy of different 
orthodontic appliances for the treatment of pediatric obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). Electronic databases were 
systematically searched. Randomized and non-randomized controlled trials with patients <18 y treated with 
either mandibular advancement appliance (MAA), rapid maxillary expansion (RME), or myofunctional therapy 
(MFT) were included. A network meta-analysis using multivariate random effects was conducted to estimate 
pooled differences using the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) as the main outcome. Eleven studies (595 patients) 
were included in the analysis. Compared with control, MAA was associated with significant reductions in AHI of 
− 2.18/h (95%CI -3.48 to − 0.89, p = 0.001). Combined treatment of RME + adenotonsillectomy (AT) and RME 
+ MAA showed a significant decrease in AHI, with − 5.13/h (95%CI -7.50 to − 2.76, p < 0.0001) and − 3.79 (95% 
CI -5.21 to − 2.37, p < 0.0001), respectively. MFT was associated with a − 2.45/h (95%CI -4.76 to − 0.14, p =
0.038) decrease in AHI. However, RME alone was not associated with significant AHI reduction (0.02, 95%CI 
-1.72 to 1.75, p = 0.985). The heterogeneity of the network meta-analysis was I2 

= 32.6%. Limited evidence 
indicated that MAA (alone or combined with RME) and RME + AT were associated with benefits for pediatric 
patients with OSA. This study could not find convincing evidence of a significant benefit of other orthodontic 
appliances over control.   

1. Introduction 

Pediatric obstructive sleep apnea is a sleep-related breathing disor-
der in children and adolescents, characterized by repetitive partial 
(hypopnea) or complete (apnea) obstruction of the upper airway during 
sleep [1]. The reported prevalence of OSA is 1.2%–5.8% in the general 
pediatric population [2,3]; however, OSA is often underdiagnosed in 
children when the primary complaint is behavioral problems. The pre-
disposing factors for pediatric OSA include adenotonsillar hypertrophy, 
obesity, and underdeveloped maxilla and/or mandible [4]. If left un-
treated, OSA could lead to dramatic impacts on systemic health and 

development, and even aggressive behavior, attention deficit, emotional 
problems, and unfavorable craniofacial changes [5,6]. 

There are a few proven treatments currently available for pediatric 
OSA, including adenoidectomy and/or tonsillectomy, positive airway 
pressure (PAP), medication, and orthodontic treatments [7–9]. Ortho-
dontic treatments, such as mandibular advancement appliances (MAA), 
rapid maxillary expansions (RME), and myofunctional therapy (MFT), 
could correct craniofacial structures during growth in favor of snoring 
and OSA [10]. Preliminary studies have suggested inconsistent efficacy 
of various orthodontic modalities [11], with different patients’ charac-
teristics, treatment combinations, and treatment duration. In previous 
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meta-analyses, the efficacy of each treatment modality has been 
analyzed [4,12]. However, the treatment efficacy among different or-
thodontic appliances is lacking. Network meta-analysis could be used for 
comparing multiple treatments that combine direct and indirect evi-
dence in a single analysis [13]. Thus, the aim of this systematic review 
and network meta-analysis was to preliminarily investigate the efficacy 
of different orthodontic appliances for the treatment of pediatric OSA to 
provide evidence-based decisions in clinical practice. 

2. Material and methods 

The Preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta- 
analyses for network meta-analyses (PRISMA-NMA) were followed in 
the study [14]. 

2.1. Eligibility criteria 

The population, intervention, comparison, outcomes, and study 
(PICOS) design of the eligibility criteria were as follows: 

Population: participants aged <18 years with a diagnosis of OSA 
(defined by obstructive AHI ≥1 event/h). 

Interventions: at least one of the following treatments [1]: mandib-
ular advancement appliances (MAA) [2]; rapid maxillary expansion 
(RME) [3]; myofunctional therapy (MFT); and [4] other orthodontics 
treatment. 

Comparisons: non-treatment, sham treatment, or other treatment 
modalities of OSA. 

Outcomes: apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) at baseline and a follow-up 
visit, and other measured subjective or objective parameters. 

Study design: randomized controlled trials (RCTs) or non- 
randomized controlled trials (NRCTs). 

2.2. Identification of trials 

The systematic literature search was conducted in electronic data-
bases on July 5, 2023 using pre-specified search terms, including 
PubMed (MEDLINE), EMBASE, and Cochrane Library, with keywords 
such as (‘breathing, sleep disordered’ OR ‘obstructive sleep apnea’) and 
(‘mandibular advancement’ OR ‘rapid maxillary expansion’ OR ‘myo-
functional therapy’ OR ‘orthodontic device’) and (‘pediatric’ OR ‘chil-
dren’ OR ‘adolescent’). Manual searches of the reference lists were 
completed for relevant studies. Literature searches were performed 
independently by two authors (M.Y. and Y⋅Y.M.). References of all 
eligible trials were also screened for relevant trials. 

2.3. Study selection and data extraction 

Eligibility of studies was performed separately by two authors (M.Y. 
and Y⋅Y.M.). Data were extracted by these two authors and then checked 
independently by one other author (X.M.G.). Characteristics of trials 
were recorded, including author, year, study design, sample size, 
treatment and control, and follow-up time. The characteristics of 
included participants were also recorded, including age, sex, body mass 
index (BMI), and relevant past medical history. The main outcome of 
interest was the change in the AHI. Secondary outcomes, including ox-
ygen desaturation index (ODI), the lowest oxygen saturation (LSpO2), 
and respiratory disturbance index (RDI), were also extracted. 

2.4. Risk of bias assessment 

Two authors (M.Y. and Y⋅Y.M.) independently evaluated the risk of 
bias of RCTs and NRCTs using the Cochrane collaboration tool for 
assessing the risk of bias [15] and the risk of bias assessment tool for 
non-randomized studies (RoBANS) [16], respectively, and consulted 
with a third reviewer (X.M.G.) if there was a discrepancy. Studies were 
rated on selection bias, detection bias, performance bias, attribution 

bias, and reporting bias with low, unclear, or high risk. 

2.5. Data synthesis 

First, separate meta-analyses of direct evidence were conducted for 
each of the treatment comparisons using Review Manager 5.4 (The 
Cochrane Collaboration). The heterogeneity among studies was repre-
sented by the I2 index and the χ2 test. This study used random-effects 
models to be consistent with the network meta-analysis. Second, due 
to the fact that there are relatively few trials directly comparing different 
orthodontic devices on the treatment of OSA, a network meta-analysis 
was performed using R 4.3.0 (The R Foundation) to compare all the 
treatment options indirectly [17]. 

3. Results 

3.1. Search and study selection 

Fig. 1 illustrates the flowchart of the study selection process. A total 
of 271 articles were identified, 173 in PubMed, 54 in Embase, 43 in 
Cochrane Library, and one by manual search. There were 217 articles 
remaining after duplications were removed. Irrelevant articles were 
excluded after reading the title and abstract, and 25 articles were 
assessed with full text. One article was excluded due to no full text. Six 
articles were excluded due to the lack of sleep-related parameters, and 7 
trials were excluded due to incomplete results. A total of 11 articles were 
included in the systematic review and 10 in the network meta-analysis. 
The characteristics of the included studies are presented in Table 1 and 
Table 2. 

Overall, the patients’ characteristics, severity, and treatment mo-
dalities varied greatly across studies. The included RCTs mainly focused 
on the efficacy of MAA [18–20], and RME (combined with adeno-
tonsillectomy) [21,22]. The included NRCTs mainly focused on the ef-
ficacy of RME [23,24] and MFT [25,26], and Remy et al.‘s study 
investigated the efficacy of RME combined with MAA [27]. 

The designs of MAA included self-designed acrylic resin oral bite 
plates [18], MAAs consisted of two separate acrylic plates [19], and 
Twin-blocks [20]. The design of RME was similar across studies, but the 
speed of maxillary expansion was different [21–24]. The myofunctional 
therapy used in Villa et al.‘s study included labial seal, lip tone exercises, 
and tongue posture exercises [28], whereas Chuang et al.‘s study 
employed a built-in tongue bead for tongue position exercises [25]. The 
study by Huang et al. compared the efficacy of MFT and passive MFT 
[26], without other treatment modalities or sham groups as control, 
therefore, was excluded from the network meta-analysis. 

The network graphs of the included RCTs and NRCTs are illustrated 
in Fig. 2a and b. Of the 11 studies included in the analysis (595 patients), 
three compared MAA with control [18–20], two compared RME with 
adenotonsillectomy (AT) [21,24], two compared RME with control [22, 
23], two compared MFT (+AT) with control [25,28], one compared 
different MFT modalities [26], and one compared RME + MAA with 
control [27]. As Fig. 2a shows, the geometry of the treatment network in 
RCTs was unequally spaced, with only two-arm studies, without direct 
comparisons between MFT and control. When NRCTs were considered, 
the treatment distribution was relatively equal, without direct com-
parisons between MFT + AT or RME + AT with control (Fig. 2b). 

3.2. Quality assessment 

The results of the quality analysis of included RCTs and NRCTs are 
shown in Fig. 3a and b. All the RCTs used no treatment instead of sham 
treatment as control, therefore, were rated high risk in blinding of 
participants. In NRCTs, the selection of participants was rated high risk 
in retrospective studies, and confounding variables were rated high risk 
due to the unbalanced sex or age composition. Chuang et al.‘s study 
compared two modalities of myofunctional therapy, without a control 
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group [25], therefore, was rated high risk in other bias, and excluded in 
data synthesis. 

3.3. Results of individual studies 

The synthesized result of MAA is shown in Fig. 4a, which included 3 
RCTs. There was a significant effect in favor of MAA treatment in AHI, 
which decreased by − 2.06/h (95%CI -3.11 to − 1.01/h, p = 0.0001, I2 =

25%). The change of AHI with MAA treatment was consistent across 
these studies, despite the heterogenous patients’ age, BMI, and OSA 
severity. 

The pooled analysis of one RCT and one NRCT generated a heter-
ogenous and insignificant result in AHI with the treatment of RME (p =
0.13, I2 = 56%, Fig. 4b). These two studies both had participants with an 
average age of approximately 6.5 y, however, the initial severity of 
Miano et al.‘s study had a wide range (AHI 17.4 ± 21.0 events/h). 

The efficacy of RME + MAA based on 3 age subgroups (6–9 years) 
from one NRCT showed a significant decrease in AHI (− 3.71/h, 95%CI 
-4.90 to − 2.51/h, p < 0.00001, I2 = 20%, Fig. 4c). Chuang et al.‘s study 
compared the efficacy between MFT and control, and AHI decreased by 
− 1.59 ± 2.81/h in the treatment group and 0.86 ± 2.43/h in the control 
group (p = 0.014). 

3.4. Secondary outcomes 

Idris et al.‘s study reported the LSpO2 and ODI after MAA treatment 
[20], which increased from 85.4 ± 11.3% to 90.6 ± 5.2%, and 
decreased from 2.3 ± 2.2 to 1.7 ± 1.4 events/h, respectively. The LSpO2 
with RME was synthesized by two studies [21,22], with an increase of 
3.10% (95%CI 1.81–4.39%, p < 0.00001, I2 = 34%). Guilleminault et al. 
found RME could decrease RDI from 19.5 ± 1.0 to 7.9 ± 0.5 events/h 
[21], whereas Hoxha found that the ODI did not change with RME from 
2.07 ± 1.82 to 2.07 ± 1.54 events/h [22]. 

3.5. Network meta-analysis 

The results of the network meta-analysis are shown in Fig. 5. 
Compared with inactive control, MAA and MFT were associated with 
significant reductions in AHI of − 2.18/h (95% CI -3.48 to − 0.89, p =
0.001) and − 2.45/h (95% CI -4.76 to − 0.14, p = 0.038), respectively. 
However, RME alone was not associated with significant AHI reduction 
(0.02, 95% CI -1.72 to 1.75, p = 0.985). Combined treatment modalities 
of RME + AT and RME + MAA showed a significant decrease in AHI, 
with − 5.13/h (95% CI -7.50 to − 2.76, p < 0.0001) and − 3.79/h (95% CI 
-5.21 to − 2.37, p < 0.0001), respectively. The treatment effect of MFT +
AT was not beneficial based on indirect comparisons in the included 

Fig. 1. The flowchart of the study selection process.  
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studies. The heterogeneity of the network meta-analysis was I2 = 32.6%. 
The rankograms for each treatment modality are shown in Fig. 6a 

and b. Fig. 6a illustrates the ranking probabilities of RCTs. RME + AT 
seemed to have the best efficacy, which was consistent when NRCTs 
were included (Fig. 6b). The efficacy of MAA also ranked high, whether 
alone or combined with RME. The efficacy of MFT or RME versus control 
seemed to be inconsistent based on the limited comparisons of the 
current study. 

4. Discussion 

In this study, a network meta-analysis was conducted to compare 
different orthodontic appliances in the treatment of pediatric OSA. 

Limited evidence of direct and indirect comparisons showed that both 
RME + AT and MAA (alone or combined with RME) were associated 
with a decrease in AHI compared with no treatment. The present study 
was unable to verify the positive effectiveness of RME or MFT. 

This study found that compared with controls, RME + AT seemed to 
be the most effective treatment modality, with AHI decreased by − 5.13 
(95% CI -7.50 to − 2.76) events/h in the network meta-analysis. How-
ever, the effect of RME alone on AHI was not statistically different 
compared with no treatment in the current meta-analysis (0.02, 95% CI 
-1.72 to 1.75) events/h. It should be noted that the synthesized result of 
RME was based on patients with inconsistent OSA severity. RME, an 
orthopedic treatment used to alleviate maxillary transverse constriction 
and/or posterior crossbite in children, was found to be effective in the 

Table 2 
Characteristics of included non-randomized controlled trials.  

Study, 
year 

Design N (M/F) Treatment Age (y) BMI 
(kg/ 
m2) 

Severity Maxillofacial 
characteristics 

Treatment 
duration 

Drop- 
out 

Exminations 

Treatment Control 

Chuang, 
2019 
[25] 

Pro- 
spective 

40 (31/9) 17 (13/ 
4) 

Passive 
MFT vs. 
control 

7.86 ±
3.09 

18.09 
± 3.84 

AHI 3.56 
± 2.50 

– 12 months – PSG, 
questionnaire, 
lateral 
cephalogram 

Huang, 
2019 
[26] 

Pro- 
spective 

54 (27/ 
27) 

56 (36/ 
20) 

MFT vs. 
passive MFT 

7.66 ±
2.91a 

16.58 
±

2.77a 

AHI 4.86 
± 6.20a 

– 6 months 35 PSG, lateral 
cephalogram 

Miano, 
2009 
[23] 

Pro- 
spective 

9 (6/3) 13 RME vs. 
control 

6.4 ±
1.97 

– AHI 17.4 
± 21.0 

High narrow palate, 
occlusal anomalies; 
mild and severe 
tonsillar hypertrophy 

12 months – PSG 

Remy, 
2022 
[27] 

Retro- 
spective 

94 113 RME +
MAA vs. 
control 

Around 
6 to 9 

– AHI 
around 4 
to 6 

Class II malocclusion 9 months – PSG 

Villa, 
2014 
[24] 

Pro- 
spective 

47 (34/ 
13) 

AT vs. RME 5.03 ±
2.03 

17.15 
± 3.07 

AHI 11.9 
± 12.3 

High-arched palate 
and/or malocclusions 

12 months – PSG 

BMI: body mass index; RME: rapid maxillary expansion; AHI: apnea-hypopnea index; PSG: polysomnography; AT: adenotonsillectomy; MFT: myofunctional therapy; 
MAA: mandibular advancement appliance. 

a Calculated from the original study. 

Table 1 
Characteristics of included randomized controlled trials.  

Study, year Design N (M/F) Treatment Age 
(y) 

BMI (kg/ 
m2) 

Severity Maxillofacial 
characteristics 

Treatment 
duration 

Drop 
out 

Exminations 

Treat- 
ment 

Control 

Guilleminault, 
2011 [21] 

Parallel 31 (14/17) RME + AT 6.5 ±
0.2 

– AHI 11.8 
± 1.0a 

Narrow maxilla, a 
high and narrow 
hard palate; tonsils 
scored 2+ or 3+

– – PSG, questionnaire 

Hoxha, 2018 
[22] 

Parallel 15 (8/ 
7) 

15 (8/ 
7) 

Semi-RME 
vs. no 
treatment 

11.87 
± 2.00 

– – Maxillary transverse 
deficiency, 
malocclusion; no 
adenoid or tonsillar 
hypertrophy 

5 months – HSAT, lateral 
cephalogram, serum 
and urine biomarkers 

Idris, 2018 [20] Cross- 
over 

18 (14/4) MAA vs. no 
treatment 

9.8 ±
1.1 

20.4 ±
5.2 

AHI 2.8 
± 3.0 

Class I (n = 12) and 
Class II (n = 4) jaw 
relationship 

– – HSAT 

Machado- 
Junior, 2016 
[19] 

Parallel 8 (2/ 
6) 

6 (3/3) MAA vs. no 
treatment 

8.14 
±

0.75a 

– AHI 1.58 
± 0.40 

Mandibular 
retrusion 

12 months – PSG 

Villa, 2002 [18] Parallel 19 
(10/ 
9) 

13 (10/ 
3) 

MAA vs. no 
treatment 

7.1 ±
2.6 

17.9 ±
5.2 

AHI 7.1 
± 4.6 

Deep or retrusive 
bite or both 

6 months 9 PSG, questionnaire, 
physical examinations 

Villa, 2015 [28] Parallel 14 13 AT + MFT 
vs. AT +
control 

5.59 
± 1.35 

Centile 
67.52 ±
29.58 

AHI 4.72 
± 3.04 

– 2 months 12 PSG, questionnaire, 
morphofunctional 
eveluation 

BMI: body mass index; MAA: mandibular advancement appliance; AHI: apnea-hypopnea index; PSG: polysomnography; RME: rapid maxillary expansion; AT: ade-
notonsillectomy; HSAT: home sleep apnea test; MFT: myofunctional therapy. 

a Calculated from the original study. 
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alleviation of AHI and improvement of quality of life in children [29]. 
The current study has observed that treatment of RME could increase 
LSpO2 by 3.10% (95%CI 1.81–4.39%). Furthermore, previous 
meta-analyses have compared the efficacy of RME using one-arm 
studies, and the findings indicated that AHI was enhanced after RME 

among children with OSA [30]. Camacho et al. found that the pre- and 
post-RME AHI decreased from 8.9 ± 7.0/h to 2.7 ± 3.3/h (70% reduc-
tion). The study also observed that AHI improved more in children with 
previous AT or small tonsils (73–95% reduction) than in children with 
large tonsils (61% reduction) [31], which was consistent with the 

Fig. 2. The network graph of included RCTs (a) and RCTs + NRCTs (b). 
RCT: randomized controlled trial; NRCT: non-randomized controlled trial; MAA: mandibular advancement appliance; RME: rapid maxillary expansion; AT: ade-
notonsillectomy; MFT: myofunctional therapy. In the network graph, the nodes represent the interventions in the network, and lines show the available direct 
comparisons between pairs of interventions, with the thickness of the lines reflecting the number of patients included in each direct comparison. 

Fig. 3. The risk of bias graph of included RCTs (a) and NRCTs (b). 
RCT: randomized controlled trials; NRCT: non-randomized controlled trials. 
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current study. However, similar to the findings of the current study, 
some demonstrated that there was little convincing evidence of the 
benefit of RME over watchful waiting [32], because the spontaneous 
resolution of OSA might happen due to growth. It is suggested that pe-
diatric patients with OSA have adenoids and tonsils examined before 
RME treatment. The efficacy of RME and control needs future 
investigations. 

This study confirmed the efficacy of MAA on pediatric OSA, with 
synthesized AHI decreased by − 2.18 (95% CI -3.48 to − 0.89) events/h 

in the network meta-analysis, independent of patients’ age, OSA 
severity, and BMI. MAA is an orthodontic device designed to treat 
mandibular deficiency, which is a predisposing factor for pediatric OSA. 
A Cochrane review published in 2016 investigated oral appliances for 
OSA in children and found insufficient evidence [33]. Ma et al. con-
ducted a meta-analysis with two high-quality RCTs and found that the 
mean difference in AHI change for MAA compared with control was 
− 1.75 (95% CI -2.07 to − 1.44) events/h [12], which was consistent with 
the current study. Furthermore, the study also suggested efficacy could 

Fig. 4. Treatment effect for change in the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) with each orthodontic treatment. 
(a) MAA: mandibular advancement appliance; (b): RME: rapid maxillary expansion; (c) RME + MAA. 

Fig. 5. Treatment effect of AHI in different orthodontic appliances (network meta-analysis, random effect model). 
AHI: apnea-hypopnea index; MAA: mandibular advancement appliance; MFT: myofunctional therapy; AT: adenotonsillectomy; RME: rapid maxillary expansion. 
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be achieved in different severity subgroups based on one-arm studies. 
MAA seemed to be a stable modality for the treatment of pediatric OSA. 
This study has also observed the beneficial effect of MAA on other 
sleep-related parameters, including LSpO2 [20]. Besides, with MAA 
treatment, the number of respiratory effort-related arousals reduced 
[34], daytime and nighttime symptoms relieved [18], and the Epworth 
sleepiness score (ESS) and Pediatric sleep questionnaire (PSQ) score 
improved [20,35]. Although not all of the benefits of MAA have been 
validated in trials designed with a control group, the findings of the 
current study might confirm the efficacy of MAA on respiratory events in 
the treatment of pediatric OSA. However, the efficacy of MAA combined 
with other treatment modalities, such as AT or RME, needs to be verified 
with well-designed studies in the future. 

This study has observed a positive effect of MFT on pediatric OSA 
with − 2.45 (95% CI -4.76 to − 0.14) events/h decrease of AHI in the 
network meta-analysis combining RCTs and NRCTs. The results of the 
RCT indicated that after patients underwent AT, MFT could reduce AHI 
from 4.87 ± 3.20 to 1.84 ± 1.55 events/h [28]. In another RCT, Villa 
et al. used ODI to assess the efficacy of MFT, and found that ODI 
decreased from 5.9 ± 2.3 to 3.6 ± 1.8 events/h. Besides, MFT could also 
modify tongue tone and oral breathing symptoms [36]. MFT is a treat-
ment method that involves isotonic and isometric exercises targeted at 
the muscles of the tongue, lip, soft palate, and lateral pharyngeal wall 
[36,37]. The MFT training exercises varied across studies included in the 
current meta-analysis, requiring clinical practice to adjust accordingly. 
Hsu et al. conducted a meta-analysis to evaluate the effects of MFT on 
both adult and pediatric OSA and found a weighted average AHI 

improvement of 39.5% versus baselines. Furthermore, in adult patients, 
MFT yielded an improvement in AHI of − 7.6 events/h (95% CI -11.7 to 
− 3.5) [38]. Nevertheless, the objective efficacy of MFT over no treat-
ment control on pediatric OSA needs future investigation. 

The current study did not find any positive impact of MFT + AT on 
AHI. While various exercises and devices have been utilized for MFT, 
only one RCT with objective sleep-related parameters was available for 
the current study [28]. Therefore, the network meta-analysis between 
MFT + AT and control had to rely heavily on indirect comparisons. It is 
important to note that this does not necessarily imply that MFT + AT is 
an ineffective treatment method. Rather, the network meta-analysis 
suggested that the decrease in AHI observed in the MFT + AT group 
was not as significant as in all control groups combined, including 
control groups from other treatment modalities. Further research is 
needed as the inference may change with more data on MFT + AT. 

Based on the limited number of included studies with heterogenous 
study designs, this network meta-analysis could demonstrate a positive 
effect of MAA, with consistent efficacy in direct and indirect compari-
sons. The efficacy of RME + AT over control might be better than that of 
MAA, but the evidence is limited with only indirect comparisons and 
needs verification in the future. The efficacy of other orthodontic ap-
pliances cannot be extrapolated and generalized from this systematic 
review and network meta-analysis. 

There are some limitations of this study. First, the paucity in quantity 
and in quality of studies evaluating the objective efficacy of orthodontic 
treatments for the management of pediatric OSA limited the study re-
sults. Second, a lack of comparable secondary outcomes prevented the 

Fig. 6. Rankograms of orthodontic treatment modalities in pediatric obstructive sleep apnea. 
(a) randomized controlled trials; (b) randomized and non-randomized controlled trials. OSA: obstructive sleep apnea; MAA: mandibular advancement appliance; 
MFT: myofunctional therapy; AT: adenotonsillectomy; RME: rapid maxillary expansion. Rankograms can show the relative ranking of interventions and the prob-
ability distribution of each intervention’s rank. 
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meta-analysis of other sleep-related parameters to assess efficacy. Other 
important health outcomes related to OSA, such as quality of life, neu-
rocognitive function, and cardiovascular health, have not yet been sys-
tematically addressed in the current study. In the future, more RCTs with 
larger sample sizes and more specific inclusion and exclusion criteria 
should be conducted. 

5. Conclusion 

Limited evidence indicated that MAA (alone or combined with RME) 
and RME + AT might be associated with benefits for pediatric patients 
with OSA. This study could not find convincing evidence of a significant 
benefit of other orthodontic appliances over control. Future RCTs should 
be conducted for high-quality evidence of orthodontic appliances in the 
treatment of pediatric OSA. 

6. Practice point  

• Orthodontic appliances could be used as treatment modalities for 
pediatric obstructive sleep apnea by correcting craniofacial 
abnormalities.  

• Mandibular advancement appliances alone or combined with rapid 
maxillary expansion could reduce the apnea-hypopnea index of pe-
diatric patients with obstructive sleep apnea.  

• RME combined with adenotonsillectomy might be associated with 
benefits for pediatric obstructive sleep apnea, while the efficacy of 
other orthodontic appliances over control needs future study. 

7. Research agenda  

• More randomized controlled trials with larger sample sizes and more 
specific inclusion and exclusion criteria should be conducted in the 
future. 

• The role of adenotonsillectomy on the effect of orthodontic treat-
ment on patients with pediatric obstructive sleep apnea needs well- 
designed studies.  

• It could be worthwhile to investigate the effect of combining various 
orthodontic treatments. 
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Abbreviations 

AHI apnea-hypopnea index 
AT adenotonsillectomy 
BMI body mass index 
ESS Epworth sleepiness scale 
LSpO2 the lowest oxygen saturation 
MAA mandibular advancement appliance 
MFT myofunctional therapy 
NRCT non-randomized controlled trials 
ODI oxygen desaturation index 
OSA obstructive sleep apnea 
PAP positive airway pressure 
PICOS population, intervention, comparison, outcomes and study 
PRISMA-NMA the Preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and 

meta-analyses for network meta-analyses 
PSQ Pediatric sleep questionnaire 
RCT randomized controlled trials 
RME rapid maxillary expansion 
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